Tech Icemen Tie Lehigh, Drop Three

Three defeats and one tie in the past two weeks dropped the varsity hockey team's record to two wins, five losses, and one tie. The Tech Icemen were defeated by Army at home, and on their intermission trip the service lost to Morgan and Pennsylvania, and led Lehigh.

Army Scores Shakedown

A powerful United States Military Academy squad shut out the Icemen by 6-0 Jan. 25 as the MIT rink. The Army six scored 5 goals in the first period and 3 MIT goalie Joe Kirk '65, accomplished 60 saves. The first contest played on the army's midteam was tie. The Army scores shutout the Icemen by 8-0 Jan. 25 on the MIT rink.

Rutgers and Pennsylvania, and tied Lehigh. The single MIT goal was scored in the third period by Sophomore Don Wismer with an assist by Jim Holcroft '63. Vachon Takes Three

In the February 1 contest with Rutgers, the Tech Icemen were handed a 3-0 defeat. Of the five goals scored by MIT, two were scored by Tony Vachon '63, one by Joe Kirk '65, and one by an assist by Joseph Rob Pilon '63. The remaining three goals were all registered in the first period by Captain Billy Vachon '63 and comprised the first "hat trick" of his career.

Technology Loss To Penn

A powerd United States Massachusetts Institute of Technology was defeated MIT, 13-3 Feb. 2. The Penn onslaught consisted of two goals in the first period, six in the second, and five in the third. Kirk, however, was successful in stopping 33 shots. Kirk registered all in three of the Tech tallies, adding Vachon and Vachon once. The losers meet next the University of Massachusetts on Wednesday, Feb. 13, on the MIT rink.

UN Intern Program Open

Students interested in international affairs have an opportunity to attend the United Nations Intern Program, to be held at UN Headquarters August 5 to August 30, 1963. Men and women 25 are eligible to apply for this program in 1-33 and Friday, February 8. The application, to be able to pay their own room and board in New York. Notification of selection will be given by the UN not later than March 15.

Meet Cornell Friday

Fencers Lose 3 On Trip

The Fencing Team was defeated by Columbia College of Engineering (Thursday), Columbia University (Friday), and New York University (Saturday) during the intercollegiate season week. Columbia and NYU are ranked among the top teams in the nation. The next competition is against Cornell here, next Friday at 7:30 p.m.

Navy Rarely Edges Tech

Newark edged M.I.T. by 14 to 13. The individual victories were 5 to 4 in foil and 3 to 4 in epee, both in favor of Newark, and 5 to 4 in sabre, in favor of M.I.T. Tech's Dave Staley won all three of his bouts: Art Bast, 7-3, also won. Art was won. Ralph Zimmerman, 6-5, lost his first bout but won his next two. Columbia defeated M.I.T. 32 to 9.

A career for exceptional men

Some notes about you, about the business, and about advertising

Abou you. If you are the man we seek: You have an abiding curiosity about people and the world around you.

You're alert and responsive to new ideas, new ways of doing things. You like to take on new problems .. you see them as opportunities.

You dig deep into the why of things. And the best answers you can come up with today are never good enough for you tomorrow.

You're an individualist. Yet you thrive on team spirit.

You have conviction about freedom of choices, consistent with the rights of others.

You're the kind of man who could be successful in business for himself, but you face a greater challenge implicit in the major enterprises of today's world.

About us. The J. Walter Thompson Company was formed 99 years ago. It has for many years been the largest advertising firm; it's stock is owned by more than five hundred active staff members.

We help over 500 companies in the United States and abroad sell all thousands of products and services to hundreds of millions of people. Last year alone, we were responsible for the advertising investment of over one-third of a billion dollars.

There are 6,000 people working with Thompson around the world. Our backgrounds run far and wide. And so do our assignments: writing, art, market research, media buying, TV and radio, styling, marketing and merchandising, music and the theatre, engineering, accounting and statistical analysis, international business, and the social sciences are only part of the list.

In our experience, superior individuals from every graduate and undergraduate educational discipline find successful careers in a major agency such as the J. Walter Thompson Company. Staff members in our New York office alone represent nearly 900 colleges and universities here and abroad.

Your career with us. You may be surprised to learn that while an advertising company must have artistically creative people, it depends just as much on people who are imaginative and inventive in other ways.

Our business is selling. Communicating through the written and spoken word is how we sell. You must possess the ability to speak and write well so your ideas may be shared and understood.

We are looking for the kind of man who wish and are able to assume substantial responsibility early in their business lives. To such men we offer a remarkable chance to grow and develop—one seldom found in any firm.

Previous advertising experience is not required. Basically, our interest is in the nature of a person, and not in his specialized knowledge and abilities.

We offer you no standard starting salary, no cut-and-dried training program. Beginning salaries are individually considered and compared favorably to those of other national firms.

We encourage you to follow your curiosity into all phases of advertising, because we want you to become a well-rounded practitioner as rapidly as possible. Experienced advertising men are eager to coach you individually in the development of your capabilities. Additionally, you are free to delve into every book and cranny of advertising through our annual series of twenty professional seminars, workshops and classes. You learn from men who are experts in their fields.

About men who join us. Eight out of ten college men who have joined us in the past decade have remained with us and are enjoying varied, exciting careers.

Because of our emphasis on early growth, relatively young men commonly handle major responsibilities in many phases of our business—in New York and throughout the world.

Most initial assignments are in New York City. However, there are many offices throughout the United States and to the world to which you may, if interested, request assignment later on.

If you wish to be a candidate, you must be in a position to join us by June 1, 1981. You may obtain further information at the placement office. Please consult with them regarding the possibility of a personal interview. We will be on campus February 20.

J. Walter Thompson Company